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	Extended surfaces, in the forms of longitudinal or radial fins or spines are ubiquitous

	in applications where the need exists to enhance heat transfer between a surface and

	an adjacent fluid. Applications range from very large scale, as with tubes in heat

	exchangers, to the very small, as is the case for the temperature control of electronic

	components.





	At the fundamental level, the analysis of heat transfer from finned surfaces involves

	solving second-order differential equations in a variety of coordinate systems. The

	subject of extended surface heat transfer is one where analytical methods have been

	very successful in providing design information for a variety of geometries, some of

	which are very complex. As both primary and extended surfaces involve convective

	exchange as a boundary condition, the convective heat transfer coefficient h, which

	appears as a parameter in the solution, must be evaluated using standard analysis or

	empirical correlations.





	This coefficient can be modeled, most simply, as a constant, in which the governing

	second-order differential equation is linear. When the more realistic definition of h

	as a function of temperature is employed, the problem becomes nonlinear and is

	considerably more difficult to solve. This nonlinearty is exaggerated when the solid–

	fluid interface encounters a phase change in the form of evaporation or condensation.

	The subject of convective heat transfer is included as a separate chapter in this work,

	and this chapter provides some direction in evaluating the coefficient h. Two later

	chapters are devoted entirely to the areas of boiling and condensation.
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Network Security AssessmentO'Reilly, 2004
Network Security Assessment offers an  efficient testing model you can adopt, refine, and reuse to  create proactive defensive strategies to protect your  systems from the threats that are out there, as well as  those still being developed. This thorough and insightful  guide covers offensive technologies by...
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The Particle Odyssey: A Journey to the Heart of MatterOxford University Press, 2004
"Succeeds in providing readers with an overview of the historical development of particle physics and an appreciation of the exciting ideas that drive current research. No book better captures the visual and intellectual sweep of a century of particle physics."--American Scientist
     
       Boasting more than three hundred...
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Generic Model Management: Concepts and Algorithms (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Many challenging problems in information systems engineering involve the manipulation of complex metadata artifacts or models, such as database schema, interface specifications, or object diagrams, and mappings between models. Applications solving metadata manipulation problems are complex and hard to build. The goal of generic model management is...
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Springer-Handbuch der Mathematik III: Begründet von I.N. Bronstein und K.A. Semendjaew   Weitergeführt von G. Grosche, V. Ziegler und D. Ziegler   Herausgegeben von E. Zeidler (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	Als mehrbändiges Nachschlagewerk ist das Springer-Handbuch der Mathematik in erster Linie für wissenschaftliche Bibliotheken, akademische Institutionen und Firmen sowie interessierte Individualkunden in Forschung und Lehre gedacht. Es ergänzt das einbändige themenumfassende Springer-Taschenbuch der Mathematik...
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XForms: XML Powered Web FormsAddison Wesley, 2003
XForms—XML-powered Web forms—are set to replace HTML forms as the backbone of electronic commerce. XForms enable the creation and editing of structured XML content within a familiar Web browser environment, which is likely to play a key role in enabling simple browser-based access to Web services. XForms leverage the power of XML in...
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Maran Illustrated Windows 7Course Technology PTR, 2009

	MARAN ILLUSTRATED? WINDOWS? 7 is the perfect guide for Windows users of all skill levels and ideal for any visual learner who prefers seeing what to do rather than reading lengthy explanations. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk you through each operation from beginning to end. Helpful topic introductions and useful tips provide additional...
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